
OUCH! Marjorie Taylor Greene SHAMES Former Twitter Censorship Boss For
Banning Her Campaign Account But Allowing Child Porn… And Once Wrote
Minor Boys Should Be Allowed on “gay, adult male hookup site” [VIDEO]

Description

USA: Twitter’s top former censors have been on the hot seat all afternoon as they appear before a
Republican-led House Oversight Committee to answer questions about their outrageous and targeted
censorship of conservatives, including Republican members of Congress like badass Rep. Marjorie
Taylor Greene (R-GA), who destroyed top Twitter official Yoel Roth after he used his position to harm
conservatives, whom he openly despised on his personal account, where he called Trump and his
administration “actual Nazis.”

Top Oversight Republican James Comer makes Former Twitter head of Trust and Safety
Yoel Roth PANIC after he pulls out MASSIVE poster with Roth's tweet calling Trump and
his supporters "actual Nazis"

Just watch this. pic.twitter.com/go8xjrlmnQ

— Benny Johnson (@bennyjohnson) February 8, 2023

One of the most heated moments of the congressional hearing occurred when the outspoken firebrand
from Georgia accused Twitter’s former head of trust and safety, Yoel Roth, of election interference
when her campaign Twitter account was shut down amid her 2022 campaign.

In November, following Elon Musk’s release of the Twitter Files, Roth whined about having to flee his
San Francisco home, claiming he and his family were placed in danger after the damning evidence of
how top Twitter officials used their positions to control the narrative about COVID, and Hunter’s laptop
while silencing conservatives and colluding with Democrats and officials in our intelligence agencies.

Unfortunately, for several top Twitter officials, millions of Americans were outraged when they
discovered how they used unacceptable and abhorrent tactics to silence anti-COVID vaccine
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advocates and medical professionals who called for the use of Ivermectin as a treatment for COVID-
infected patients and shut down or suspended users who tried to share the stunning contents of Hunter
Biden’s laptop. Rep. Taylor Greene also reminded the disgraced former Twitter official that Twitter shut
down users who questioned the accuracy of voting machines or the results of the 2020 election but
allowed Democrats who questioned the 2016 election results to remain on Twitter.

Rep. Taylor Greene ripped into Roth for election interference when he allowed her account to be
suspended during her campaign while allowing child pornography to flourish on Twitter. The Georgia
lawmaker dropped a MOAB bomb on the censorship weasel when she shared an example from Roth’s
doctoral dissertation, titled “Gay Data,” where he allegedly argued that minors should have access to
the adult, male gay “hookup” site Grindr.

Rep Taylor Greene blasted the disgusting Roth, “You permanently banned my account, but you
allowed child porn all over Twitter!”

Watch:

MTG drops Truth MOAB on panel of former Twitter censorship bosses ? 
pic.twitter.com/n0Ei18Qlvy

— Benny Johnson (@bennyjohnson) February 8, 2023

Taylor Greene showed tweets she posted before she was banned, including tweets about COVID
vaccine injuries and her opposition to forced vaccinations on our US military members. When she was
told her time was expired, she landed one last blow to Roth, telling him that his “time was expired!”
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